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Abstract:
Recognizing the responsibility businesses has in sustainable development, a rising number of entrepreneurs are
attempting to innovate business models together with digital technology to address environmental and societal
needs. Circular business models is an example of how businesses can become more sustainable. However, there
is a growing phenomenon of entrepreneurs suggesting digital platforms as a supportive element in an enterprise
to enable circular features. This research aims to investigate the role of a single entrepreneur as a transition
intermediary to sustainable development by using digital platforms. Additionally, this research aims to explore
the success factors and challenges this entrepreneur can uncover. Contrary to most studies, this thesis adopts the
entrepreneur's perspective as being a key actor in sustainable development but also as an innovative force in a
socio-technical system. A case study was conducted on the Swedish online secondhand store Sellpy. The
qualitative data were collected using semi-structured interviews. Given the thesis' exploratory research design,
the finding can be used in further research as artifacts for more conclusive and generalizing research. The
entrepreneur, as a transition intermediary, can establish valuable partnerships and networks to accelerate
circulation and sustainability awareness. Additionally, the entrepreneur can influence others by spreading
knowledge to engage other entrepreneurs to innovate businesses towards sustainability. The main success
factors found in this case study is the approach to develop with the user community, digital ownership, skilled
and diverse workforce, and partnerships with similar businesses. The challenges discovered was to maintain and
find new users to enter the circular system and the external skepticism towards sustainability-oriented
businesses.
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Summary:
Businesses are, by some seen as the primary reason for the world’s current environmental and social depletion.
However, businesses are by some also regarded as one of the most important actors to accelerate sustainabilityinnovation. In recent years, new apps such as Karma, Too Good To Go, Sellpy, or Olio that claim they promote
circular and sustainable lifestyles with the use of digital platforms has increased. Regardless if these apps have
the sustainable impact they claim they have is yet unknown. However, they become examples of the increasing
efforts in innovating business models to explore business opportunities in sustainability. In the meantime, there
is an ongoing debate on whether these sustainability-oriented businesses accelerate a sustainable transition
within the business community and if they are capable of turning profitable. There are different methods in
observing and understanding these sustainability-oriented businesses. This thesis is investigating the online
secondhand store Sellpy to understand the role of the entrepreneur in circular economy and their challenges and
success factors. This research is done by conducting a case study on Sellpy using in-depth interviews to retrieve
valuable data. This thesis hopes to shed light on the entrepreneur’s role in a significant industrial change
towards the more sustainable.
Additionally, it can provide knowledge to further encourage generalizations in the topic of sustainable
entrepreneurship, sustainable development, and digital business. By using the theories on transition
intermediaries and circular economy, this thesis can grasp a theoretical approach of analyzing the entrepreneur
and its sustainability efforts. This research finds that the entrepreneur, as a transition intermediary, can build
valuable partnerships and networks to stimulate circular economy and sustainability awareness. Additionally,
the entrepreneur can influence others by spreading knowledge to engage other entrepreneurs to innovate
businesses towards sustainability. The main success factors found in this case study are the approach to develop
with the user community, digital ownership, skilled and diverse workforce, and partnerships with similar
businesses. The challenges discovered are to maintain and find new users to enter the circular system and the
external skepticism towards sustainability-oriented businesses.
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1 Introduction
The WWF (2016) estimates that the economy alone, in terms of consumption and production,
exhausts the earth’s natural capital to the degree that the world needs 1.6 earths to meet the human
consumption, for the year 2012. While some researchers argue that businesses are the primary cause for
this outcome, others argue that the business community is adapting innovation to seek new business
opportunities in sustainability, which could be a possible path to accelerate a sustainable transformation
(Gajda 2004). Both terms, sustainability and sustainable economy, have been highly debated in policy
making and the media for the last 30 years (Beckerman, 1994). The most widely acknowledged definition
of sustainable development is found in the report of the World Commission on the Environment and
Development in 1987, also known as the Brundtland Report (Banerjee, 2003; Gladwin et al., 1995). The
Brundtland (1987) definition claims that “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” (Brundtland,
1987, p. 41). Additionally, debates concerning the term sustainable development, corporate sustainability
that, in-short, aims to address sustainable development within businesses, has failed to produce a
transformation that harmonizes and prospers the relationship between ecology, economy, and society (De
Angelis, 2018). Gradually, Business as well as Natural Environment academics request more fundamental
changes and especially innovative business models grant new methods of creating, delivering and capturing
value while generating positive ecological and social impact (Haigh and Hoffman, 2014).
The linear logic of take-make-dispose in current industrial models does not only generate resource
depletion, waste, energy use, and other environmental burdens, but is also questioned by socio-economic
and regulatory trends, such as volatile resource prices and an increasing middle class that accelerates
consumption (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015b). The concept of circular economy (hereby CE) has the
potential to replace the linear logic of old industrial models with components regenerating value, delivery,
and capture in the business model and thus result in a circular business model (hereby CBM) (Ellen
MacArthur Foundation, & McKinsey, 2012). With that said, the Ellen Macarthur Foundation (2016) calls
for more research regarding the implementation of circular practices in business models. Collaterally to the
debate on new business models for sustainability, the rise of digital technology has paved the way for new
production and distribution methods with new business models aimed at accelerating digital transformation
and productivity (Ustundag and Cevikcan, 2018). Additionally, entrepreneurship can create innovation by
matching technological possibilities and market demand (Weiblen and Chesbrough, 2015). In the shadow
of the rise of digital business models, innovative businesses have emerged unifying digital transformation
and sustainability.
Startup investor such as Norrsken Foundation in Stockholm, Sweden, have recognized this branch
of new innovative startups. According to Norrsken (2019), they aim to bridge digital technology and
sustainability to create commercial businesses that make a positive impact. Additionally, while supporting
sustainability-oriented startups with financial capital and guidance, these investors such as Norrsken also
seek to minimize the gap between traditional industries and innovative sustainability-oriented startups
(Farmbrough, 2018). The theoretical perspective on digital technology in sustainability is reasonably new
but lack research (Kivimaa, 2019). Researchers have brought attention to transition intermediaries as a way
to conceptualize innovative business models using digital technology in sustainability. Kivimaa et al.,
(2019) argue that the concept of intermediaries can be a possible way to explore and understand
sustainability-oriented startups and SMEs role in a sustainable transformation. Intermediaries are defined
as actors who create spaces and opportunities for support and usage of rising technical or cultural products
(Stewart and Hyysalo, 2008). This thesis will draw from the two theoretical fields, transition intermediaries
and CE, to investigate the role of the entrepreneur which uses digital platforms to enable CBMs.
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1.1 Focus, Aim and Research Question
1.1.1 Delimitation and Focus
Two distinct focus areas are identified to conduct this study. Firstly, this study does not intend to
investigate how a transition from one socio-technical system to another may come about. Rather it focuses
on a key actor within society that may have relevance for transition to more sustainable society. Since
innovation and transition cannot be fully known considering they are complex and uncertain, this study
focus on what happens in society as part of innovation and change for sustainability. The decision to only
investigate in a single actor is also motivated due to the lack of studies exploring the role of an entrepreneur
in a transitioning socio-technical system. Thus, research on innovative business models (De Angelis, 2018),
in this case CBMs, that may promote and accelerate a sustainable transition is needed (ibid). Therefore, the
concept of intermediaries can provide new knowledge to the understanding of the role of actors, in this
case, the entrepreneur and its innovative business model, within a sustainable transition. With that stated,
the phenomena of claimed sustainable innovative business initiatives, outlined in the introduction, using
digital platforms or digital technology as their primary business model support lead to the second focus area
of this thesis. This thesis conducts a case study on the online second-hand shop Sellpy to investigate the
role of the entrepreneur for three reasons. Firstly, entrepreneurs as small medium-sized businesses (SME)
are more tangible to generate or adapt innovation as they are less complex than large corporations (De
Angelis, 2018). Secondly, SMEs stand for 99 % of all businesses in the EU and account for more than half
of the EU’s GDP, which makes them a critical stakeholder to take into consideration (EC, 2013). Lastly,
the research conducted about SMEs and innovation which addresses ecological and social matters is
marginal and needs to be deepened (Halme and Korpela, 2014).

1.1.2 Aim and Research Question
Like stated before, today’s society has been exhausting natural capital to a great extent and
corporations in the market-based economy are accused of contributing to the current ecological crisis
(Porter & Kramer, 2011). Some researchers argue there is an increasingly strong consensus in that
corporations are the most prominent dominating entity in the economy with vast resources to drive change
and a sustainable transformation (Shrivastava et al., 2013; Winn and Pogutz, 2013). Therefore, it is
necessary to involve the business community to transition towards a more sustainable economy (ibid).
Management research confirms that CBMs are a potential approach for the business community to increase
sustainability while regenerating and capturing value for the enterprise system (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation, & McKinsey, 2012). Additionally, the advancements in information and communication
technology aligned with transformation in organizations can facilitate opportunities to innovate traditional
business models by using the concept of CE (De Angelis, 2018). Researchers such as Kivimaa (2019), who
focuses on innovation research, recognize transition intermediaries as a concept to drive and accelerate
innovation in sustainability. Briefly, transition intermediaries can be described as agents connecting users
with knowledge, services, or products that promote sustainability (Kivimaa et al., 2019). Due to the lack of
studies in only exploring and understanding a single actor in a transition (ibid), this paper aims to explain
the role of the entrepreneur that uses digital technology to enable CE or CBM. Additionally this paper aims
to identify the challenges and success factors a startup encounter when using digital technology to enable a
circular business model. This thesis aims to fill that gap proposed by Kivimaa et al., (2019) by answering
the following research questions.
What is the entrepreneur’s role as an intermediary in the circular economy?
What challenges and success factors do startups encounter when using digital technology to enable a
circular business model?
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2 Empirical Background
This chapter gives an overview of the current literature and empirical context regarded relevant for this
study. This overview includes literature on innovation and sustainability transition as well as on the
development of digital technology within the field of sustainability.

2.1 Innovation and Sustainability Transition
In innovation research and transition theories, there is a divergence and lack of conceptual
foundations how entities within a socio-technical system accelerate transition (Kivimaa et al., 2019). The
sustainability challenges are worsened by path-dependencies and lock-ins. At the same time, technological
development thrives, established technologies are highly intertwined with lifestyles, business models, value
chains, user practices, and organizational structures (Makard et al., 2012). Some researchers argue that the
socio-technical system transforms in relation to infrastructure, actor groups, and technology and its context
of application (Van Lente et al., 2003). The need for intermediary action is a result and consequence of
changing contexts and changes in the position of interconnectivity between actors (Moss, 2009). The study
of intermediaries is a relatively new concept to use in sustainability transition, with some exceptions of
early research on transition processes and intermediaries (Van Lente et al., 2003; Moss, 2009).
Historically, research on actor roles and agency in sustainability is related to the concept of
intermediaries (Kivimaa et al., 2019). This research has focused much on the role of actors in urban and
energy contexts (Hodson and Marvin, 2009; Rohracher, 2009). Without explicitly using the term
intermediaries, the scholars use notions such as “middle actors” or “boundary spanners” with the
characteristics of intermediaries (Kivimaa et al., 2019). Other researchers describe mediating space such as
“user assemblages” or “interaction areas” which without mentioning intermediaries refer to intermediation
for technologies in transition (Hyysalo et al., 2017).
Like stated before, there is a recent rise in articles regarding intermediaries in sustainability
transition. However, emerging research in transition intermediaries has been inconsistent regarding
categorization and defining transition intermediaries (Polzin et al., 2016; Barrie et al., 2017). The studies
on sustainability transition have founded a broader standpoint on innovation than regular innovation studies
(Kivimaa et al. 2019). Sustainability transition looks beyond product or process innovation and towards
systemic change for sustainable futures. The literature in sustainability transition promotes a transformative
change seen as sets of processes resulting in shifts in socio-technical systems and linking modification to
technological, organizational, economic, and socio-cultural dimensions (Markard et al., 2012).
It is important to note that there is a broad range of relevant theoretical approaches to explain
transition such as evolutionary economic theory (van den Bergh and Gowdy, 2000; Nelson and Winter,
1977) or technological innovation systems (Bergek et al. 2008). Sectors like water supply, fashion or
transportation can be conceptualized as socio-technical systems (Markard et al., 2012). A socio-technical
system consists of institutions (societal and technical norms, regulations or standards) and a network of
actors (firms, individuals or organizations) and knowledge. Together they interact and provide certain
services for society (Markard et al., 2012). The concept of socio-technical systems emphasizes the fact that
a broad variety of elements are interrelated and dependent on each other (Finger et al., 2005). A sociotechnical transition such as sustainability transition is made out of a set of processes that motivate a
significant shift in the socio-technical system (Geels and Schot 2010). A transition means extensive changes
along various dimensions such as technological, cultural, organizational, or political. During a transition,
new products, services, business models, and organizations evolve (ibid). Makard et al. (2012) describe that
in the meantime of transition, consumption changes as well and socio-technical transition includes changes
in user practices and institutional structures. A sustainability transition is long-term and includes changes
in multiple dimensions and fundamental transformation processes which causes a socio-technical shift to
more sustainable practices in consumption and production (Markard et al., 2012). What is important to note
is that guidance and governance plays a significant role in sustainability transition. Makard et al., (2012)
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conclude in their paper Sustainability Transitions: An emerging field of research and its prospects, that
there is a knowledge gap between the socio-technical transition in sustainability transition and other fields
of research, such as economic geography and management studies. By combining management studies and
sustainability transition, one can examine the organizational strategies and capabilities for accelerating or
meeting sustainability transition.
Karolina Safarzynska, Koen Frenken, and Jeroen van den Bergh (2012), identifies four core
mechanisms where transition studies could develop a more understandable formalization. Firstly, they
argue that multi-level mechanisms explain rising properties from the interaction of certain actors. Secondly,
they claim that co-evolutionary development involves the joint co-determination of user preferences and
strategies of firms that may provide acceleration to particular socio-technical trajectories. Lastly, there is
social learning which relates to the active questioning of core structures on which development or
trajectories can grow. These mechanisms represent factors that can accelerate the transition and thus are
significant to use when analyzing innovative or divergent development of one or a few actors within the
socio-technical system. The mechanisms draw to the topic on network and partnership which Garud and
Gehman (2012) argue can produce unfavorable power relationships and conflicts in a transition process
which are important to note when analyzing transition.

2.2 Digital Technology and Sustainability
This area of digital transformation has changed the game for various industries and science fields.
Osburg and Lohrmann (2017) argue in their book Sustainability in a Digital World that new models which
are often based on sharing are close to the key principle of sustainability thinking. The authors state that
digital technology provides mobility which can enhance connectivity and availability based on trust of
systems and people. Furthermore, new economic models have emerged from digital technology, e.g.,
providing personal data in exchange to free services or products. Additionally, the so-called Industry 4.0
which refers to the reinvention of work, provides breakthroughs in delivering enhanced productivity,
environmental benefits, and collaborative work concepts (Osburg and Lohrmann, 2017). Despite the
greatness of digital development, the authors also highlight concerns. For instance, people need to be
responsive to change more than ever before. This has caused a division of digital elites and analog illiterates
that will have consequences for societies. Additionally, this development reflects the social sustainability
concerns in which transition causes. As a result, the economic advantages are catered towards the ones who
can and are willing to adopt. The authors argue that data and algorithms are both big focus areas, with some
arguing that it is the new oil. Businesses, government, or other organizational entities seize the advantage
of using data to target information, products, and prices (Wadhawan, 2016). Digital businesses argue that
using data creates a more customized user experience while some customers claim they are unaware of this
data tracking (Osburg and Lohrmann, 2017) This process determines that an unintentionally provided trust
is put onto the companies (ibid).
Consequently, trust has become a vital component for digitalization while promising cleaner
energy, higher productivity, shared economy, or less resource usage. Osburg and Lohrman (2017) describe
that data and algorithms are all interlinked and present both opportunities and challenges in how we want
to live and work. According to Eldelman (2016), there is a modest increase in trust towards business by
consumers around the globe. Additionally, people who understand the transitions and are willing to adapt
are more inclined to trust the changes that business and technology commence. Therefore, understanding
the concept of the New World means having trust in the key actors (Eldelman, 2016). Similarities are found
in Rachel Botsman and Roo Roger’s (2010) research on collaborative consumption where trust is also a
principal prerequisite and the presented concept of the Trust Stack. Peer-to-peer marketplaces make up the
sharing economy that depends on the social glue of trust connecting strangers and Botsman’s research
shows that people are currently shifting towards trusting people more than institutions such as corporations
or government. Botsman’s research from 2016 describes trust as sort of capital, specifically called
reputation capital. Reputation capital is the sum value of online and offline behaviors across communities
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and marketplaces that have become vital for customer offering. The layer of trusts proposed by Botsman
(2016) is the trust in new ideas and trying them, trusting platforms and systems that facilitates exchange
and lastly, there is trust to other users while interacting with each other. Consequently, people become
willing to change their behavior the more they exist within the structures of trust. Policy and regulation
later on adapt towards a more sustainable digital world (Botsman 2016). Digitalization requires trust as a
new glue but does not come without prerequisites on businesses and regulation.
For startups and SMEs, opportunities can be found in the wake of digital development as
digitalization enables processes to be split up in smaller parts which pave the way for co-creation,
cooperative, or open innovation (Osburg and Lohrmann, 2017). The flexibility digitalization brings for
sustainable or innovative businesses is the opportunity in accompanying processes in various regions or
industries in which they can find profit. Additionally, Osburg and Lohrmann (2017) claim that customer
relationship is one key success factor for innovative business models and that entrepreneurs will nurture
their business when increasing customer offering. Engaging in building relationships and partnerships will
make the new business more resilient. Based on stable, durable and reliable relationships, resilient systems
recover fast and can suffer shocks with renewed strength (Osburg and Lohrmann, 2017). Furthermore,
Osburg and Lohrmann (2017) argue that businesses today cannot approach sustainability as an add-on but
need to integrate it into the core business. Firstly sustainability will be a competitive advantage, both in
terms of supply and fulfilling customer demand. Secondly, the business will profit from sustainability being
part of the value creation. Additionally, well-embedded sustainability can result in a success spiral which
leads to more sustainability (Osburg and Lohrmann, 2017).

2.3 Intermediaries in Innovation
The innovation and science community have for a long time paid particular attention to
sustainability transition, specifically to intermediaries as a transformative actor within transition (Kivimaa
et al., 2019). Some scholars regard intermediaries as facilitators of innovation by engaging in network and
system building activities (Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2009). The literature on intermediaries lacks clarity in how
intermediation can be defined, where it starts and ends, and when interaction becomes intermediation
(Kivimaa et al., 2019). Studies on transition have shown that intermediation between actors within
experimental projects is an important micro-scale activity. The intermediation occurs on a project level
between purposes of vision formation and project implementation (Kampelmann et al., 2016). One of the
notable conceptual categorization and recognition of transition intermediaries is the article Towards a
typology of intermediaries in sustainability transitions: A systematic review and a research agenda by
Paula Kivimaa, Wouter Boon, Sampsa Hyysalo and Laurens Klerkx (2019). The researchers address the
overall issue with the merging body of research in intermediaries in transition which is the inconsistencies
and classification of “transition intermediaries”. The existing research analyses the aggregation of multiple
projects to build typologies but does not engage in the role of a single intermediary in transition (Kivimaa
et al., 2019). The researchers argue that much of the literature lack conceptualization of intermediaries and
much of the academic research rather emerges from empirical observations. This has led to a lack of
understanding and bridging intermediaries in sustainability transitions, and what they intermediate between.
Additionally, Kivimaa et al. propose the definition of transition intermediaries as “actors and platforms
that positively influence sustainability transition processes by linking actors and activities, and their related
skills and resources, or by connecting transition visions and demands of networks of actors with existing
regimes in order to create momentum for socio-technical system change, to create new collaborations
within and across niche technologies, ideas and markets, and to disrupt dominant unsustainable sociotechnical configurations” (Kivimaa P., Boon,W., Hyysalo, S., Klerkx, 2019, p. 1072). The study concludes
that intermediaries attach experimental projects to build new solutions for future socio-technical
configurations to enable the transition. The key role found in their study is that intermediaries have the role
of negotiating between different interests and priorities to facilitate unified visions and facilitating between
emerging and ruling socio-technical system configurations (Kivimaa et al. 2019).
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3 Theoretical Framework
This chapter outlines the theoretical framework and perspectives of this study. Firstly, the main theoretical
concept of CE, CBMs, and transition intermediaries are presented. Lastly, the theories on CE, CBM, and
transition intermediaries are compiled into a theoretical framework which is used to analyze the collected
data.

3.1 The Concept of Circular Economy
3.1.1 Circular Economy
The linear logic of take-make-dispose in current industrial models is not only the source of many
environmental concerns such as natural resource depletion, waste management and energy use is also
challenged by socio-economic, and regulatory trends (Ellen MacArthur Foundation & McKinsey, 2012;
Ellen MacArthur Foundation et al., 2015b; Esposito et al., 2017). Among these trends is the increasing
pressure on natural resources, increasing resource price volatility, more middle-class consumers entering
the market, sharing-and-renting economy, climate change, and lastly growing regulatory interventions on
waste (Ellen MacArthur Foundation & McKinsey, 2012; Lacy and Rutqvist, 2016). The World Bank
projects increased prices for industrial commodities for the current and the next year (World Bank Group,
2017). With a tremendous increase in population and continuous exploitation of natural resources, the
shared utilizations of goods in production is also reaching consensus in shared-based consumption (Ellen
MacArthur Foundation & McKinsey, 2012; Ellen MacArthur Foundation et al., 2015b). Over the years,
attention to and interest in social and environmental sustainability have increased significantly inside the
business community (De Angelis, 2018).
Business scholars argue for radical, fundamental changes and especially for innovative business
models that offer new ways of creating, delivering, and capturing value while being less harmful to the
environment (ibid). Like stated before, corporations are the most dominant coordinating institution on in
our global economy with the capability to transform the economy (Hoffman and Ehrenfeld, 2015).
Overcoming the separation between businesses and society plays a significant role to address environmental
and societal concerns. The presence of CE has increased in business, academic, and policy spheres.
However, there is a demand for more clarity in the definition and its usage. The definitions offered in the
emergent academic literature on CE differ rather than being similar. Additionally, academics tend to add
unnecessary complexity to the terminology. (De Angelis, 2018).
Geissdoerfer et al., (2017) explain CE with the definition as:
“A regenerative system in which resource input and waste, emission, and energy leakage are
minimized by slowing, closing and narrowing material and energy loops. This can be achieved
through long-lasting design, maintenance, repair, reuse, remanufacturing, refurbishing, and
recycling” (Geissdoerfer, M., Savaget, P., Bocken, N.M.P., Hultink, E.J., 2017, p. 759).
Other scholars define CE as:
“An economic model wherein planning, resourcing, procurement, production, and reprocessing
are designed and managed, as both process and output, to maximize ecosystem functioning and
human well-being” (Murray, A., Skene, K., Haynes, K., 2017 , p. 9).
One concept emerging from CE is the development of circular production systems (De Angelis
2018). The technological change in traditional linear-industrial production enables companies to seize value
by reusing components in a regenerative system. For example, Apple seizes $40 million from materials
formerly discarded. (Lacy, 2017). Additionally, these changes in the macro environment develop new
6

competitive advantages, necessitating major transformations in value creation underlying traditional
business models while creating new sources of values. By meeting changing market consumption patterns,
companies can obtain an additional market advantage. (De Angelis, 2018). However, can linear industrial
models compete given changing modes of consumption, disruptive technology, supply volatility, and
resource scarcity? The concept of CBMs can be described as an industrial system that is restorative or
regenerative by intention and design that replaces the end-of-life concept with restoration, shifts towards
the use of renewable energy, declined use of toxic chemicals and encourage reuse and elimination of waste.
The latter part happens through the design of materials, product, systems creating a circular flow of
resources. (Ellen MacArthur Foundation & McKinsey, 2012). Business models implementing CE could
bring a significant impact on production but also consumption systems. CE is an economy that provides
multiple values creation decoupled from the consumption of finite resources. (Ellen MacArthur Foundation
et al., 2015b).

3.1.2 Thinking Circular Economy - Theory and Practice
There are three main principles to engage with CE-thinking. The first is to preserve and enhance
natural capital. Manufacturing should only include renewable energy and materials should be used
whenever possible to deliver utility virtually and materials. At the end of natural resources usage, renewable
materials must be returned to nature to enriching natural capital (Ellen MacArthur Foundation et al., 2015b).
Optimize resources yields is the second principle which involves maximizing the value of resources over
time in both technical and biological cycles. (ibid). Product durability, in this system, is enhanced and
product sharing contributes to extending a product life cycle. Lastly, the third principle is ‘foster system
effectiveness’ which means the approach to eliminate the negative environmental extern. (ibid).

Fig 3.1: A linear versus a circular industrial model (De Angelis, 2018, p. 21)
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The Ellen Macarthur Foundation and McKinsey (2012) define five characteristics of CE:
● Design out waste: The concept of waste does not exist in a CE and is obtained by circulating
materials in biological and technical cycles. (ibid.).
● Build resilience through diversity: biodiversity ensures resilience in a living system, consequently,
CE values diversity in the economy to build system resilience and prosperity. For example,
different scales of business. (ibid.).
● Shift to renewable energy sources: Renewable energy sources powers a CE which facilitates system
resilience in terms of reduced exposure to external shocks, i.e. supply volatility and less dependency
on scarce resources. (ibid.).
● Think in systems: CE appreciates interdependencies among entities, and by implementing systems
thinking, businesses can consider how to organize the transition. (ibid.).
● Think in cascades: Biological materials are cascaded across different applications and then returned
to nature. (ibid.).
These four building blocks of CE are used to promote implementation presented by Ellen MacArthur
Foundation (2015a):
● Circular product design and production: product design and careful material selection are essential
for materials to circulate appropriately in technical and biological cycles.
● New business models: business models that incorporate access over ownership, design for
disassembly, product durability and other circular features that convert products with new value
are necessary to compete against linearly produced and low-cost products, successful business
models.
● Reverse cycle: circular loops help reverse logistics to function, e.g., collection, sorting, and
warehousing.
● Enables favorable system conditions: within the organization, there should be enabling factors for
CE; this can be education, financing CE projects and collaborative platforms. Also, new economic
frameworks that prices externalities and more inclusive metric of wealth assessment.

3.2 Circular Economy and Business Models
3.2.1 Business Model Definition
The definition of a business model is not yet fully agreed on by academics (Arend, 2013). However,
there is a significant interest in business models (hereby BM) within the academic and business sphere to
develop ways to understand and study BMs (Wirtz et al., 2016). Especially developing innovative BMs,
because it is recognized as an essential root of competitive advantage for managers. (Casadesus-Masanell
and Ricart, 2011; Spieth et al., 2014). Since the rise of information and communication technologies, the
interest for BMs has emerged due to the new opportunities for value creation or capture. (Wirtz et al., 2016).
Like stated before, there is no consensus on what defines a business model and how it is applied in a
coherent manner (De Angelis, 2018). Zott et al. (2011) explain that a BM describes both value creation and
value capture. Other describe a BM as the architecture of value creation, delivery, and capture mechanisms
employed. (Teece, 2010). The architecture approach to a business model paved way for the BM framework
‘Canva’ which is based on the following nine dimensions: customer segments, value proposition, channels,
customers, relationships, revenue stream, key resources, key activities, key partnerships, and cost structure
(Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010).
A more straightforward explanation is Richardson’s (2008) BM framework built on ‘value’ and
comprising the ‘value proposition’ to the customer (customers’ offering), the ‘value creation and delivery’
(how value for customers is created and delivered and thus including resources and capabilities, activity
system and supply chain) and ‘value capture’ (reflecting a firm costs and revenues structure and flow).
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3.2.2 Circular Business Models
Above, the basic concept of a business model is outlined and described. This section will describe
how CE can be implemented in a business model and a few examples will be described. Implementation of
CE affects every element of a BM framework (De Angelis, 2018). As a reminder from the section above,
the elements in a BM framework are; value proposition, value creation, value delivery, and value capture.
A CBM is built around value and is therefore attuned with the business community. In De Angelis’ (2018)
book Business Models in the Circular Economy, the author conducts an extensive literature review to
identify different CBMs in the economy. With CE defined as “an economy that provides multiple value
creations mechanisms which are decoupled from the consumption of finite resources” (Ellen MacArthur
Foundation et al., 2015b, p.23), it is clear that ‘value’ is a central factor in CE literature. Additionally,
‘value’ is present in BM literature, where BM is focused on ‘value’ (De Angelis, 2018).
In the BM concept, value is represented in the components in a BM such as value proposition, value
creation and delivery and value capture. De Angelis (2018) explains that merging these BM components
with the application of CE principles would identify the qualifying features of the value proposition, value
creation and delivery, and value capture to the conceptualization of CBM. De Angelis (2018) proposed
features and conceptualization of CBMs is found in image 3.2. In a CBM, the value proposition is achieved
when enhanced customer value is the result of a circular offering and circular relationships (De Angelis,
2018). For example, product as a service or access over ownership such as leasing or renting. Value creation
and delivery in CBM is characterized by maximizing resource value across the activity system and supply
chain. Furthermore, the CBMs maximize the boundary spanning relational competence for the adaption and
development of circular resources and capabilities (De Angelis, 2018). Value capture in CBMs is
recognized as the reduced costs from the recovery of materials and the shift in the source of revenues (ibid).
Other sources of revenue can be selling by-products, offer services to customers over the product life cycle
or turn waste into inputs for new products (ibid).

Fig 3.2: Features of CBMs and Conceptualization (De Angelis, 2018, p. 65)
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3.3 Theory of Intermediaries and Business models
The research in transition intermediaries show, by linking actors, can be influential in transition
processes and, work as a catalyst to speed up change towards a more sustainable socio-technical system
(Kivimaa et al., 2019). Intermediaries link actors, both new entrants and incumbents – and their activities,
skills and resources, to create a momentum for change and collaboration with new technology, ideas or
markets (Kivimaa, 2014; White and Stirling, 2013; Fischer and Newig, 2016). However, the emerging
research in transition intermediaries has been inconsistent regarding categorization and defining transition
intermediaries (Polzin et al., 2016; Barrie et al., 2017). This has led to misconception and understanding of
what transition intermediaries are and its conceptual value in innovation and sustainability management.
Additionally, this happens due to different starting points and conceptual foundation in research. The
analytical focus varies from innovation processes to analyzing experiments, or more similar to this thesis,
how the concept of intermediaries can describe organizational bodies (Polzin et al., 2016; Barrie et al.,
2017). This thesis will use the Kivimaa et al. (2019) study ‘Towards a typology of intermediaries in
sustainability transitions: A systematic review and a research agenda’ as a theoretical foundation and
typology on transition intermediaries. Kivimaa et al. (2019) study the conceptual gaps in intermediary
research which results in a categorization of different transition intermediaries and their functional purpose.

3.3.1 Transition Intermediaries in Innovation and Sustainability
Like stated before, the concept of intermediaries is still vague, yet has the potential to describe how
entities can drive change in a socio-technical system (Kivimaa et al., 2019). Some scholars describe
intermediaries as facilitators of innovation by engage a network and construct systems where goods,
knowledge or services are passed on in the system and are not altered or changed by the actors within
(Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2009) while other scholars see intermediaries as actors shaping entities that flow
within the system (Pielke and Jr, 2007; Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2009). E.g., consultants translating scientific
knowledge. Kivimaa et al., (2019) states that intermediaries actors are identified based on their function.
For example, they make up a specific actor category as an individual or an organization (Kivimaa et al.,
2019). To make the concept of intermediaries easily understandable, Van Lente et al. (2003) describes three
types of intermediaries in innovation systems. Hard intermediaries engage in transfer technical knowledge
or technology. Hard intermediaries can, for example, be research and technology organizations. The second
is soft intermediaries which can be chambers of commerce or innovation centers that aim to intermediate
skills, human resources or learning from business innovation. Lastly, there are systematic intermediaries
with multiple actors, organizing discourse and creates conditions for learning.
Additionally, Moore et al., (2012) make the further remark that intermediaries evolve, change or
transition according to the configuration of the socio-technical system. For example, changes in the
electricity and water market will lead to the creation of new intermediaries connecting disconnected parts
of the system. As the transition advances, intermediaries become subjected to conflict and competition
within a system which may take focus from the core assignment (Moore et al., 2012). Additionally,
assignments of intermediaries that support certain niches are prone to be taken over by regime players,
making intermediaries less important or become institutionalized as a part of the new regime (Bergquist
and Söderholm, 2011). Studies in sustainable development and transition intermediating show that
intermediating between projects, communities or partnerships can facilitate and drive best practices,
resources and global visions for sustainability (Raven et al., 2011; Seyfang et al., 2014; Holden et al., 2015).
There is another form of transition intermediation that can exist between consumers and producers where
ideas and interest and shifting power position are intermediated. Consumers can adopt new technology
through this process which might require adjustment and re-innovation, or consumers may have to adapt to
new routines and practices (Judson et al., 2015; (Hyysalo et al., 2013, 2017; Schot et al., 2016). To
understand transition intermediaries, it is important to note the overall system and how it compromises both
niche and regime actors, where intermediation is depicted as occurring between multiple network partners
or system actors (Kivimaa et al., 2019). Consequently, transition intermediaries have the ability to suggest
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radical change or alternatives for the current socio-technical regime by linking niche actors with dominant
socio-technical structures, negotiate change by building alliances and bring in supporters from the dominant
regime (Kivimaa et al., 2019). Easily described as the ability to disrupt or change a system with or without
the dominant regime by pooling interest, knowledge or priorities for a shared vision. Organizations or
administrations have the ability to conduct this by using their organizational culture or rationale for action
but thus require intermediation when creating new innovation systems (Mattes et al., 2015). Intermediaries
make up an ecology of actors in a network or system that creates new markets for innovation solutions by
pooling knowledge, finance, and people while challenge existing market structures (Kivimaa, 2014).
Consequently, transition intermediaries can be described as an entity that connects peers and provides a
flow of information or services that form a system or network which acquires the ability to drive change
and innovation.
However, like Kivimaa et al., (2019) reveal in their systematic review of intermediaries, transition
intermediaries are prone to have some bias and agency concerning the normative position and strategic
goals in their network. Like government or industrial partners in their intermediation, intermediaries can be
commercially or financially dependent. Neutrality or bias can be dependent on the technological, financial
or political direction (Kivimaa, 2014). For example supporting specific political actions or sustainability
solutions. Contrary to transition intermediaries, strategic intermediaries support diversification of biases to
establish intermediation. (Schot et al., 2016).

3.3.2 User Intermediaries
In Kivimaa et al. (2019) study ‘Towards a typology of intermediaries in sustainability transitions:
A systematic review and a research agenda,’ the researchers identifies five different types of transition
intermediaries. Through a thorough system review, they identify characteristics between different
descriptions and condensed five broad types of transition intermediaries. (Kivimaa et al., 2019). This thesis
will use the concept of user intermediary suggested by Kivimaa et al. (2019) in order to answer the proposed
research questions. Their research state that user intermediaries are peers or user support organizations who
connect new technology and practices to citizens. The study concludes that user intermediaries rely on a
community that adapts to the use of new technological solutions. Additionally, it is crucial for user
intermediaries to maintain its community or network in order to survive (Kivimaa et al. 2019). User
intermediaries aim to instruct users to use sustainable technological options by changing technical and
social elements of novelty (Hyysalo et al., 2017). Kanger and Schot (2016) explain that this stage is critical
to accelerating transition through the adoption of solutions. Furthermore, user intermediaries work in
between niches and the dominant socio-technical system, while collecting and forecasting their user
community’s future demand regarding rising sustainable technologies (Kanger and Schot, 2016).
Eventually, when a user intermediary reaches stability, and the niches become mainstream, user
intermediaries grow into regime-based intermediaries (Kanger and Schot, 2016).

3.4 Theoretical Framework of User Intermediaries Enabling CBM
The theoretical framework (See figure 3.3) comprise and represents the theoretical concepts used
in this paper which are outlined above. Consequently, the theoretical framework will support as a theoretical
lens to explore the role of the entrepreneur, which uses digital technology to enable CBM. The theoretical
framework includes the expected constructs and details which are outlined in the previous chapter.
Moreover, the theoretical framework is broken down into interview questions and compiled into a analytical
criteria framework for data analysis (See Appendix 5). To summarize, transition intermediaries are actors
that promote and facilitates change such as sustainable development with innovation. In the case of this
paper, innovation is the usage of digital platforms to enable CBM, and thus promote a sustainability
transition. Rationally, CBM and CE become another theoretical concept in which this research examines.
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Therefore, the concept of CE and how it can be incorporated into the business model was discussed in
sections 2.1 and 2.2.

Fig 3.3: Theoretical Framework of User Intermediaries Enabling CBM.
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4 Methods
This chapter outlines the methodology used in this study. More specifically, the philosophical stance is
introduced and then follows an outline of the research approach, design, and strategy. Lastly, the data
collection is described with remarks on validity, reliability, generalizability, and the limitations of the study.

4.1 Philosophical Stance
In this under section, the philosophical stance and the associated epistemological and ontological
assumptions will be outlined. The purpose of describing the researcher’s philosophical stance is to be
transparent regarding philosophical assumptions that may have influenced the study (Cresswell, 2013).
Epistemology refers to the way knowledge is generated, while ontology shapes how the research question
is interpreted and how its methods and results are understood (Wenning, 2009). Researchers Saunders et
al., (2012) claim that using an interpretivist perspective is suitable for addressing complex situations of
interaction between different social actors. Thus, interpretivism explains that the social realm cannot be
studied with the scientific methods that are usually employed within the natural sciences (Macionis and
Gerber, 2011). Additionally, the researchers explain that interpretivism advocates for the understanding of
differences between humans in their role as social actors. Since this research aims at investigating a social
phenomenon, the methodological assumptions follow along the lines of interpretivism. In consequence, the
examination will gravitate towards the perceptions of the interviewees. Moreover, the philosophical stance
relates to approaching entrepreneurs as intermediaries enabling social interactions that form networks of
social actors that utilizes a sustainability transition, or a sustainability-oriented business model, such as
CBM. As a research philosophy, interpretivism is underpinned by subjectivist ontology which views the
nature of reality as socially constructed (Saunders et al. 2012). Subjectivist ontology argues that social
actors interpret or perceive situations or relationships depending on their view of the world which means
that social interactions between actors are in a constant state of revision (Saunders et al. 2012).
Additionally, sustainability as an idea is ascribed specific meaning to it which means it can
differently interpreted between different actors, and be a subject of negotiation. For example, the perception
or interpretation of sustainability can reflect the organizational, business, or functional decisions - a
manager might have another view of sustainability than the person implementing a sustainability policy
which may cause disagreements. Consequently, this research can mirror the subjective meanings and
understandings of the particular person or business interviewed for this paper.

4.2 Research Approach
Researchers mostly choose between a deductive or an inductive approach based on the rationale,
theory, and design of the study (Saunders et al. 2012). A third option is an abductive approach when the
research process is devoted to explaining certain phenomena where different theoretical lenses can be used
(ibid). This research aims to explore a phenomenon with incomplete observations to formulate a prediction
of its existence and impact. The concept of transition intermediaries is one of many theoretical lenses to
investigate the phenomenon of businesses using digital platforms to create a more sustainable business
model. By combining transition intermediaries and CBM as a theoretical lens, this research could explore
how the study object perceived how digital platforms could enable CBM and the role of the entrepreneur.
These findings could provide the best prediction or visible pieces of an incomplete area of observation.
With this reasoning, an abductive approach was decided. However, the body of research used existing
theories and generalizing to the specific, which mean a deductive approach could be applicable (Saunders
et al. 2012).
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4.3 Research Design
Since the field of innovative business models accelerating sustainable transition needed more
research, the nature of this study was determined to be exploratory. Exploratory research, together with
only using one study object, was decided to deepen the knowledge of the entrepreneur's role in society's
transition towards sustainability. Exploratory research is, therefore, in this case, appropriate when
investigating complex changes or occurring phenomena in society (Saunders et al., 2012). In this case, the
phenomenon was entrepreneurs using digital platforms to enable sustainability-oriented business models.
Therefore, this study used the concept of intermediaries as a theoretical lens to explore this phenomenon.
In order to align the nature of the study with the philosophic stance and research approach, a qualitative
study was considered to be the most suitable option. This was decided because qualitative research allows
the researcher to explore rich data collections suitable for exploratory research (Saunders et al. 2012).
Furthermore, qualitative study accompanied by exploratory research provides the necessary research design
to obtain data (Hair, 2007) usable this research's focus on complexities and social relations in society.

4.4 Research Strategy
Within qualitative research, there are various research strategies one can use to examine, depending
on the goal of the study (Saunders et al. 2012). While research strategies have specific significance and
scope with a certain set of procedures, they do not share similar ontological and epistemological origin and
characteristics (ibid). In this case, by exploring in-depth through an interpretivist perspective to find patterns
and ideas that could be generalized across other contexts, a case study was the appropriate research strategy.
A case study is relevant because it enables a rich understanding of the context and its processes enacted
(Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). Conducting a case study is appropriate when investigating a phenomenon
through a theoretical concept within its context, and or contribute with new insights to contemporary
research (Saunders et al. 2012).

4.5 Data Collection and Analysis
4.5.1 Selection of Case and Data Collection Method
The theoretical framework was constructed from an extensive literature review on CE, CBM, and
transition intermediaries. The Uppsala University library utilized the supply of literature. The semistructured interview questions used in an in-depth interview with a representative from Sellpy. Semistructured interviews refer to unstandardized interviews with vague underlined themes that the interview
centers around (Saunders et al. 2012). Using semi-structured interviews helps to enable the respondent to
elaborate on the topic candidly (ibid). Aligned with the interpretivist philosophy of this study, the data
collected from the case study needed to meet specific criteria based on the theoretical framework and the
expectations the theories posits. Therefore, the theoretical framework was used to formulate semi-structured
interview questions (See Appendix 5). The result of the in-depth interview was then used as primary data
for this thesis. Primary data refers to results from respondents and target users (Habib et al. 2014). The data
gathered from the semi-structured interviews were triangulated by collecting additional information about
the chosen study object from their website and marketing material.
Additionally, to secure the accessibility of data, the selected study object was based in Stockholm,
Sweden. This was decided because of the author's contextual understanding of the sustainability-oriented
entrepreneur scene in Stockholm. In addition to the limited time and resources available for this thesis,
purposive sampling was decided due to it facilitates enriching and in-depth interviews (Saunders et al. 2012)
appropriate to the nature of this study. The study object had explicitly claimed their business model as
sustainable, CE and withheld structural elements in which could be recognized as a transition intermediary.
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4.5.2 Interview with Lisa Book Taube Sellpy
The interview for this paper was conducted with Lisa Book Taube, Sustainability Manager at
Sellpy. The contact was initiated by Taube as she contacted the Uppsala University’s Department of Earth
Sciences, Natural Resources and Sustainable Development, and asked if any students were interested in
conducting a study on Sellpy. The contact was established via email and the aim and scope of the study was
explained in advance. In the beginning, the interview was supposed to be held on site but was later changed
by Taube due to lack of time. Therefore, the interview was done over the phone. The interview was held in
Swedish and recorded. The recording was then transcribed into text format for the analysis. The interviewee
approved being cited by name in this study. Additionally, the interviewee approved the company being
named in this thesis. The interview was 1 hour and 30 minutes long and a draft of the questions was given
in advance. However, the questions were only used as guidance. Taube neither saw the transcript or listened
to the recording nor read she the thesis before publication.
First contact: April.
Inquiry to participate in an
interview for this study.

Second contact: April – May
Decision on a date and provision of
research aim.

Interview: May
Provision of questions on
Monday, May 6, and conduction
of the interview on Friday, May
10.

Table 3.5.2 Timeline of contact

4.5.3 Data Analysis
The data collection followed with a mapping of the answers using the theoretical framework. By
mapping the data with the framework, conceptual patterns and other findings became visible, and
conclusions could be made. In detail, the questions were formed through a categorization of elements
collected from the theoretical concept of transition intermediaries and CBM. The entire theoretical
breakdown is found in Appendix 5. The data was then mapped out in which themes and pattern could be
discovered. This process ensures that the data collection and processing is aligned with this study’s aim and
focus.

4.6 Validity, Reliability and Generalizability
The topics of generalizability, validity, and reliability are crucial aspects when conducting a case
study (Saunders et al. 2012). Reliability addresses the extent to which data collection returns consistent
findings (ibid). The interview was carried out over the phone, which implies that non-verbal
communication, such as facial expressions and gestures, could not be taken into account. However, the
constraints of only conducting one case study could delimit the result which implied the validity of the
study. Validity refers to that the data collection method accurately measure what is intended to be measured
(Saunders et al. 2012). Moreover, this field of research is yet unexplored and thus conducting an in-depth
study of one study object could provide with more essential insights to address theoretical and conceptual
gaps in previous and for future studies. However, the decision of using one study object can endanger the
thesis’ external validity. Saunders et al. (2012) describe external validity as the concern of generalizing a
study’s findings to other relevant groups or settings. In terms of generalizing and external validity of this
study, the findings could be used for broader qualitative research to explore multiple startups or SMEs.
Consequently, this study provided useful insights for future studies within CBM and intermediaries in
which there is a practical knowledge gap.
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4.7 Limitations
Like stated before, the first limitation regards the study itself. Moreover, businesses with selfclaimed characteristics of a CBM are scarce, and the chosen startup or SME needed to be using a type of
digital platform to support their business model. Therefore, it became challenging finding and getting in
touch with a business that was aligned with the study focus and goal. Moreover, entrepreneurs in startups
lack resources and the time to engage in in-depth interviews which added to the range of difficulties of
conducting this study. Furthermore, only one representative was interviewed, which limits the perception
and interpretation of the interview. Secondly, the time frame of this study limited the length of data
collection which paved the way for risks not only during the actual interview but also the lack of iterative
processes to analyze the collected data.
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5 Empirical Results
Firstly, this chapter presents a summary of the case study conducted on Sellpy. This includes key
information about the business. Secondly, this chapter demonstrates the key findings from the interview
with Sellpy’s Sustainability Manager Lisa Book Taube. The interview was conducted over the phone and
the duration was around 90 minutes.

5.1 Case Overview
Sellpy resells second-hand consumer goods using their own-developed e-commerce platform and
the Swedish auction site Tradera.se. The company was founded in Stockholm, Sweden, in 2014 and
employs, as of now, 210 people (Sellpy, 2019). Accordingly, to the company listing site Allabolag.se
(2017), Sellpy had a yearly turnover of 88 million SEK (approx. 8 200 000 Euro) in 2017. Summarized on
Sellpy’s website page ‘How it works’, Sellpy sends the user a bag via mail, and the user fills the bag with
goods they want to get rid off. Henceforth, through the platform, the user can order a collection of the bag
or leave it at the nearest package station. By using data analysis, the bag is sorted and estimated if the
individual product can be priced at 50 SEK or above. If the system determines that the product does not
comply with the sales forecast, the product is donated to charity or returned to the seller. Thereafter if the
product complies with the pricing, the goods are photographed and uploaded to Sellpy’s sales channels,
which are their website and Tradera.se. Once the assortment, pricing, and upload are finished, the user can
log onto the Sellpy platform and give feedback. For example, if a product is under or overvalued, the user
can adjust the price. As a next step, Sellpy handles the online advertising of the products to match a product
to a potential buyer. This advertisement is mostly done with Google and Facebook. The user can then follow
the sales of their products on the Sellpy platform. What is unique about Sellpy compared to services like
eBay or Amazon is that they take on the responsibility to create ads, set prices, and are in contact with the
buyer. In Taube’s experience, these steps lower the threshold for people to start selling their items.

5.2 Summary of Findings
5.2.1 Entrepreneurship
Taube claims Sellpy is groundbreaking in terms of making secondhand trade more available and
safer for everyone. She argues that Sellpy accelerates the normalization and increases the status of buying
second hand by being an e-commerce platform that values service and customer agreements. She adds that
Sellpy collects over 50 000 pieces of clothing every week, which makes them unique in how they have built
the capacity to handle that amount of clothes. She believes they are able to inspire more entrepreneurs to
see the opportunities that are emerging out of the increasing debate and awareness regarding sustainability.
However, she admits there are still vast concerns from entrepreneurs regarding profitability, which also put
much pressure on finding an innovative business model that can generate a profit on recreated or captured
value. A year ago, Sellpy decided to position themselves as a sustainability-oriented company firmly. One
approach was a communication strategy focused on sustainability and circular consumption, which made
many people question the direction the business was taking. Taube recalls that many people not only started
questioning how Sellpy would become more sustainable, but that the conversation encompassed many
different issues, such as resolving climate change.
“You can't say ‘We are sustainable’ without getting the question ‘But how are you dealing with
this’[another aspect of sustainability]...” Lisa Book Taube, Sustainability Manger.
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She argues that it has become a big challenge and a threshold for entrepreneurs starting this type of
business because there is much resentment when companies try to implement sustainable solutions. She
adds that when a company starts talking about sustainability, they need to have the arguments straight and
be very knowledgeable on sustainability issues. Otherwise, it can become a slippery slope, and the learningby-doing curve is not accepted. Taube explains that in the case of Sellpy, they, of course, want to be as
sustainable as possible, tackle all the challenges immediately, and improve their circular system
continuously, but the lack of financial resources delay the process. Taube states that entrepreneurs play an
essential role as inspirators by venturing innovative business models that comply with sustainability.
Additionally, she explains that there are many sustainable business ideas, but the challenge is to find a
model that can create profit. She adds that Sellpy can act as a role model in regards to trying to be a
profitable business that contributes to something positive. Furthermore, she argues that in Sweden, they are
making a difference by enabling an extension of the product life cycle. Additionally, she explains that the
relationships and partnerships Sellpy creates with charitable secondhand chains such as Myrorna or
Stadsmissionen (two charity organizations working to support people in need such as homeless people and
refugees), but also with regular retail businesses such as & Other Stories help to extend and connect multiple
business models creating new circular flows.
“By joining forces with popular brands, we can together raise the status of secondhand
shopping… With our system and logistic solution, we can provide a service for other retail
companies or consumer-oriented business become more sustainable.” Lisa Book Taube,
Sustainability Manger.
She gives an example from their partnership with & Other Stories when they provided the service
of setting up an & Other Stories secondhand shop. This also allowed Sellpy to be seen with the & Other
Stories brand to enhance their own. The need to have other brands enhancing propose that Sellpy needs
social validation. Taube explains that these partnerships are important to promote more circular
consumption to new customer segments that Sellpy alone would have difficulty reaching.

5.2.1 Challenges and Success Factors
Like mentioned above, partnerships with other brands is a vital asset for increasing outreach and
raise the status of shopping secondhand. However, it also sheds light on one challenge Sellpy has
encountered. Taube explains that partnerships with high-status brands provide the opportunity to increase
the prices of certain products. However, this increase requires reaching consumers that are willing to pay
extra for particular brands or products. Taube explains that they focus significantly on targeting the right
products to the right users. This process requires digital infrastructure and a skilled workforce within IT.
She adds that this is also important for securing user satisfaction and experience. She continues explaining
that the pricing and targeting products are challenges they frequently work with.
“We have over 300 000 unique items which all have a different value. On top of this, these items
are switched out frequently which means we can never forecast our supply of tomorrow.” Lisa
Book Taube, Sustainability Manger.
The always-changing supply puts considerable pressure on targeting not only prices but also the
products themselves with a high frequency to the right user. She explains that users are not patient searching
for the correct item, so the platform has to do it for them. She emphasizes that this process is critical to
maintain user frequency. To target products to the right customer segments, Sellpy uses ads driven by search
engines and social media that are customized to specific customer segments. Taube explains that being able
to target ads and using data to drive sales adds to the list of benefits for a user to sell products via Sellpy.
There is a tug-of-war between the sellers and the buyers.
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“Sellers wants to sell at the highest possible price, while buyers want to make a bargain.” Lisa
Book Taube, Sustainability Manger.
Taube elaborates on this topic by explaining that everyone becomes dependent on a functional and
optimized website where the right products are visible to the right customer. Tracing back to the beginning,
profitability is a significant challenge for companies like Sellpy. Taube addresses this challenge by first
explaining that the market is not ready yet for paying a higher price of second-hand items despite them
being in a solid condition. Secondly, she argues that many clothes do not have a high second-hand value.
These two factors make it hard for Sellpy to develop since the existing resources are minimal. Additionally,
this puts pressure on using manual labor in the value chain. Taube describes that one of the success factors
of Sellpy is its organizational structure and culture. She says everyone needs to be able to take on new tasks
and be equal to their work. The second success factor Taube claims is that Sellpy built its own IT-system
and logistics. Despite taking a long time, Taube argues that the IT-system they have built has given them a
considerable advantage in terms of know-how but also gives flexibility in change and transformation.
Moreover, they are able to access and collect data suitable for their present and future needs. By building
their own system, Taube also explains that they are able to innovate and continuously adjust the system
after user demand or optimize processes to increase efficiency. Additionally, Taube highlights that the
current debate in the world regarding sustainability is another success factor, and she believes it has given
Sellpy strength to grow and become more popular. She adds that sustainability was not as popular four
years ago as it is now.

5.2.3 Business Model
“Give your stuff a longer life by using us as an enabler in the middle to make it happen. We
empower everyone to live circular." Lisa Book Taube, Sustainability Manger.
Sellpy was created out of the idea that people still have too much “stuff” at home, and formulated
the proposition to make it easier for people to clean out the house. From a seller’s perspective, cutting away
the difficult parts of selling second-hand online like making ads, setting an accurate price, or dealing with
potential buyers, Sellpy also makes it easier for people to sell at bigger capacity. The seller only has to fill
up bags with items and Sellpy does the rest. Additionally, by using a digital platform and a smart logistic
system, they also make it available for everyone, despite geographical location, to sell or buy. As time
moved on, Sellpy realized that there is an additional value proposition towards buyers, in which they could
propose people to engage in living more circular by buying second hand. Through this, Sellpy also proposes
that the seller and buyer together can give products longer life-cycles. Taube argues that, compared to their
competitors, Sellpy is working with their community to make it as easy as possible to engage in the CE
despite where one lives or how much one wants to sell.
On the topic of circularity, to enhance the user notion on sustainability, Taube describes that Sellpy
has developed a carbon and water footprint calculator on every user’s profile. The calculator displays how
much a user saves in terms of water and carbon dioxide by shopping or selling via Sellpy. She says that
they are proud of how Sellpy can inspire user’s to live more circular and become more sustainable in their
consumption. Furthermore, to maintain the user’s circular consumption, Sellpy offers sellers to receive
Sellpy credits instead of money. These credits can later be used by the seller to shop on the website. Sellpy
develops their business model and digital platform together with their users by frequently conducting
customer and market research. Even the management team engage in this research and every week they call
randomly selected customers to talk about what they feel about the service and what they think Sellpy can
do better. Additionally, Sellpy has a customer support team that regularly addresses customer’s requests.
Moreover, there is a quality assurance team that maintains quality checks for ads and items. Taube
argues that these user supporting components are critical in the business model when handling complex
diversity of products. Taube explains that digital marketing and targeting products are vital for the user
experience, both for the seller and buyer. Taube adds that they are working with a self-developed customer
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retention strategy which helps Sellpy maintain their user community. Collecting and using user data is
crucial for Sellpy in order to make the digital platform relevant to the individual user and to limit returns of
the ordered clothes. Taube describes that Sellpy saves all data on orders and products they have ever had
in stock and processed, which they will use for a not-yet launched service. This not-yet launched peer2peerservice will use the historical data to make it easier for buyers to start selling products. Taube explains that
when a Sellpy member has used their clothes sufficiently, they can activate the ad of the product and start
selling.
“We have a vision to make your whole wardrobe up for sale - all the time but for the right price.”
Lisa Book Taube, Sustainability Manger.
With this extension of their service, a user can make their entire wardrobe always available for sale.
Sellpy believes this new service will additionally simplify the circular connection between the users in the
user community and thus be an additional driving force to promote circular consumption. The use and
collection of data is not only applied to enhance user experience but throughout the whole business model
and value chain. Like described before, the sorting collection use data analysis to estimate price and suggest
changes. Taube describes that they are always exploring new ways to improve processes to enhance circular
capacity. Taube adds that data is also crucial to maintain and increase profitability in terms of refining the
cost structure. Because Sellpy has data available, some products, when returning to Sellpy, can skip the
sorting process and be immediately available for sale. Like mentioned before, Taube describe that Sellpy’s
digital platform is a crucial factor and component to maintain and develop their business model and its
circular features. It helps cutting costs while assessing information that can help staff develop the model
and create important partnerships. Taube argues that this is one primary reason for the competitiveness but
also requires that the digital platform is always compliant with external and internal changes. Sellpy uses
their digital platform to handle sales, logistics, enhance customer experience such as the footprint calculator
but also to explore new business ideas including partnerships or other clothes sharing services.

5.2.4 Digital Technology
When asking the question regarding what role digital technology has for Sellpy, Taube quickly says
that their platform is everything to them. Like stated before, the digital platform supports multiple the
critical processes throughout the value chain, such as internal supply chain, digital marketing and online
sales. Taube explains that the data collection and processing will be even more vital for the development
of the business. Their cost structure is rationalized by automation of processes and the use of machine
learning helps Sellpy become more efficient. However, Taube says Sellpy is more like an advanced ITcompany with a heavy labor force, since there are still many manual processes in place in the warehouse.

5.2.5 Competitors
According to Taube, it is hard to determine who Sellpy can regard as their competitor. Taube
elaborates and explains that bigger e-commerce platforms such as Amazon and Zalando can be regarded as
competitors. However, she admits that Sellpy rarely talks about competitors.
“To talk about competitors in this sustainable second-hand sphere is a wrong approach because
there are so many items that have not reached the CE yet, which means that there are so many
items for Sellpy and other second-hand stores to share...As of now, there will never be a lack in
supply of items that can potentially be circular, therefore it is more beneficial for us and others to
create networks and relationship rather than regarding others as competitors.” Lisa Book Taube,
Sustainability Manger.
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Taube explains that Sellpy rather sees other second-hand shops as partners or potential partners in
their network. Like mentioned before, the items Sellpy ends up not selling are donated to charity secondhand shops such as Myrorna or Stockholms Stadsmission. Taube argues that by working together with other
second-hand shops they can normalize and increase the status of buying second-hand, consequently more
people will start selling.
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6 Analysis
In this chapter, the empirical findings are analyzed with the help of the theoretical framework presented in
chapter 3. Furthermore, the analysis focuses on the role of the entrepreneur, user intermediaries and CBM.
This paper investigated the following research questions:
What is the entrepreneur’s role as an intermediary in the circular economy?
What challenges and success factors do startups encounter when using digital technology to enable a
circular business model?

6.1 The Role of the Entrepreneur as an Intermediary
The current socio-technical system is complex and the concept of intermediaries as a driver of
innovation is still vague (Kivimaa et al. 2019). Yet, within the realm of business and innovation, Sellpy as
an example gives a clearer vision over not only the individual transition intermediary’s features, challenges,
and success factors, but shed light on its entire network within the socio-technical system. Firstly, Sellpy’s
role as an intermediary and entrepreneur is to inspire others to innovate business models by adapting the
circulatory principles, secondly they show the importance of not only inspiring others but also the
importance of engaging in partnerships to include more entities within the CE in the socio-technical system.
The partnerships found could have the similar effects as agglomeration economies, when businesses
localization and network favors from spillover effects such as knowledge transfer (Meliciani and Savona,
2015). Furthermore, Sellpy becomes an example of how these partnerships both help to support and extend
the internal circular system, for example the partnership with charity second-hand shops. But it also how
partnerships with other actors in the socio-technical system, outside ‘sustainability sphere’, can be used as
a tool to capture new markets and customer segments. Sellpy’s partnership with & Other Stories, is an
example of that innovative market capture to engage other non-circular businesses to become circular. In
terms of transition, consumers or users might require to adopt new technology, routines, and practices in
order for the mediation process to function (Judson et al., 2015; Hyysalo et al., 2018; Kanger and Schot,
2016). However, Sellpy shows that a transition intermediary can lower the threshold of engagement for
potential users to enter in the CBM and CE by forming new partnerships outside of the niche. Additionally,
as Kivimaa et al., (2019) suggest, transition intermediaries have the ability to suggest radical change or
alternatives for the current socio-technical regime by linking niche actors with dominant socio-technical
structures, negotiating change by building alliances and by including supporters from the dominant regime.
Evidently, Sellpy approaches other businesses as potential partnerships rather than as competitors. These
partnerships can be recognized in what De Angelis (2018) purpose of creating alliances to suggest a radical
change. To go a bit further into the relationship between Sellpy and the regular fashion industry, De Angelis
(2018) argues that when investigating the clothing industry, it is appropriate to show how the industry can
mitigate its environmental impact. Using this notion, one could argue that Sellpy as an intermediary can to
some extent support the fashion industry’s mitigation of environmental impact.
Innovative businesses like Sellpy can potentially supply that demand of environmental impact
mitigation, and thus find additional profitable opportunities, like the partnership with & Other Stories.
However, more research has to be conducted, especially concerning market dependency, supply of secondhand goods, and circular capacity. As of now, the fashion industry cannot rely on intermediaries such as
Sellpy or other second-hand stores to take on all their clothes floating around in the market. There is a need
for more stable and increased capacity in circular flows between intermediaries. However, building
networks and partnerships such as Sellpy does, make up a great example of how it can be done. Drawing
back to the beginning on the topic network and partnership, Sellpy also sees the potential to maintain and
establish a network of different sustainability-oriented entrepreneurs as they together have the ability to
increase the status outside of the CE, in this case, second-hand shopping and selling, to be sustainable, and
thus normalize it.
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To summarize, the role of an entrepreneur as an intermediary is to influence innovation such as
CBM, within the socio-technical system by using partnerships and network to engage and promote
adaptation in sustainability. Consequently, Sellpy shows that there is a potential to increase status of
sustainability, for example, second-hand shopping and selling as well as learning from each other.
Secondly, partnerships and forming a network outside of the niche, provide the opportunity to enter new
markets and capture new customer segments. In Sellpy’s case this has helped engaging new customer
segments to enable new (previously owned) items to enter the CE. Like Sellpy explains, they could not
have done this without joining forces with other brands. These partnerships with businesses outside the
sustainability-sphere is benefitable but it raises the question on its capacity to enforce CE. Partnerships with
companies using unsustainable business practices could pave the way for unfortunate dependencies which
raises the skepticism regarding Sellpy’s stance on sustainability. Lastly, like stated earlier, transition
intermediaries such as Sellpy, have the potential to mitigate environmental impact from the regular fashion
industry.

6.2 Circular Business Model and Intermediaries: Challenges and
Success Factors
6.2.1 User Community
Sellpy can be regarded as a user intermediary due to its characteristics of being a support
organization of a user community that connects users using new technology and practices (Kivimaa et al.
2019). Like described by Taube, Sellpy is heavily reliant on their user community which results in much
pressure put on the digital platform and internal processes to continuously change and optimize together
with their user community. Sellpy does this using community checkups, digital marketing, and market
research. However this process requires digital infrastructure and a skilled workforce within IT. The
reliance and dependency observed is described by Kivimaa et al., (2019) as crucial for user intermediaries
to maintain its community or network in order to survive. Evidently, Sellpy explains that being able to
maintain their user community is a challenge but also a success factor. Sellpy processes user data to be able
to pinpoint a particular product to a particular customer. With this method for information management,
Sellpy can make it easier to supply individual users with customized advertisement and thus enhance the
customer experience. Furthermore, as mentioned before, the partnerships with the dominant socio-technical
system are potential ways to capture new customer segments. These partnership exemplifies the way user
intermediaries can work between niches and the dominant socio-technical system, while collecting future
user’s demands regarding sustainability (Kanger and Schot, 2016).
Data collection and analysis has more functional areas than just marketing products to potential
buyers. Prior to this, data is also used to ensure sales are maximizing the products sales price. In this way,
Sellpy can ensure the seller a fair price for their item. One could recognize sellers and buyers as two user
communities or types in which Sellpy is mediating between. This implies several challenges such as the
dilemma concerning selling for a bargain to satisfy the buyer, or maximizing profit for the buyer.
Furthermore, the user community relies on the internal supply chain and other processes that uphold an
efficient distribution of products. Regarding CBM and the user community, the circular features of Sellpy’s
business model is strongly dependent on the user community. By always concerning and listening to the
community, Sellpy can enable favorable system conditions to enhance circularity. This is one of four
building blocks of CE proposed by the Ellen Macarthur Foundation (2015a). A full disclosure of these
blocks and components of CBM will be addressed later. Furthermore, outlined in the section about CE, The
Ellen Macarthur Foundation and McKinsey (2012) propose that CE is characterized by interdependencies
among entities, implementing systems thinking and valuing diversity in the economy to build resilience.
These characteristics can be recognized in user intermediaries approach towards their user community.
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By using the strategy of maintaining user frequency while exploring new user segments, Sellpy
maintains the circular flow of products while enabling new second-hand products to be captured by the
CBM. Additionally, Sellpy embraces partnerships with regular fashion businesses such as & Other Stories
to increase the status and normalize second-hand shopping. In this way, Sellpy and their partnerships are
able to enable additional favorable system conditions such as collaborative platforms. To summarize,
expanding and retaining user community is a challenge and success factor for a user intermediary like
Sellpy to maintain their CBM. Furthermore, engaging in user community, evidently, requires a solid digital
infrastructure but also required business support functions such as customer service and marketing. These
business support function requires a qualified and specialized workforce for a growing SME (Skala, 2018).

6.2.2 Business Model
“Give your stuff a longer life by using us as an enabler in the middle to make it happen. We
empower everyone to live circular." Lisa Book Taube, Sustainability Manager, Sellpy.
Identified by De Angelis (2018), CBM need to provide circular offerings to enhance customers’
value. In the case of Sellpy, they want to make it easier for people to live circular by lowering the threshold
of selling used items online. Thus, enhancing customers’ value by engaging in the circular relationship
Sellpy enables. Taube describes that despite being an innovator and inspiring more entrepreneurs to explore
business opportunities in sustainability, there is a challenge to position a business as sustainable. When
Sellpy positioned themselves as a sustainability-oriented business, many external actors started to put
pressure on them, questioning their idea and goal. Additionally, there was a demand to solve every
sustainability problem outside of their business immediately. Taube explains that this skepticism and being
put in the limelight, creates fear in many entrepreneurs which also makes them hesitant to realize their own
sustainable business model, such as Sellpy’s. Because user intermediaries are dependent on its user
community and network (Kivimaa et al., 2019), skepticism could be threatening to the stability of these
community and network as the trust towards the intermediary decreases. This skepticism can be beneficial
to some extent, because businesses need meet critics to develop and adapt to change, however, in the case
for Sellpy, there is little understanding of how and when a business can implement changes and
improvements. Partnerships or what De Angelis (2018) call - circular relationship, make up an important
component for value creation and delivery but also acts as a success factor and challenge. The challenge
arises due to the skepticism towards businesses that position themselves as sustainable. As Taube describes,
in order to meet the skepticism, a business needs to meet this skepticisms by displaying knowledge and
preparing well-formulated arguments.
Additionally, this factor also is aligned with having a competent workforce when developing
innovative business models (Skala, 2018). Similar to Sellpy, it becomes a question of prioritizing financial
capital. Sustainability-oriented SMEs such as Sellpy that are not yet profitable, are not able to solve every
problem at once. However, Sellpy recognizes its workforce as one of their success factors, especially in
order to operate with scarce resources and adapt to external feedback like mentioned above. For growing
businesses, a qualified workforce is critical to develop and change (Skala, 2018). Another qualifying feature
of BM’s components in CE is to maximize resources across the value chain and enhance circular resources
and capabilities with supply chain and competence for development and adaptation (De Angelis, 2018). For
Sellpy, maximizing resources is not only critical for maintaining the circular value creation and delivery
but also vital to increase profitability and cut costs. Additionally, Sellpy handles a unique variety of goods,
which pave the way for limited forecasting and increasing need for traceability and transparency.
In detail, Sellpy’s business functions such as supply chain, assortment, quality control and logistics
lay the foundation of their circular features. Additionally, they are supported by their internal IT-system as
well as manual workforce, and manual processes. Despite having an established IT infrastructure, there are
still areas in their support functions that are in need of automatization and digitization to increase value
creation and delivery. Digital strategy for enabling circular value creation and delivery could also be
associated with Sellpy’s digital marketing strategy which targets pricing and products. In this way, both
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buyers’ and seller’s demands can be taken into account while lowering the threshold for engaging in a CE.
As a business, being in constant development and transformation to enforce product development, market
acquisition and acquiring resources, is essential to stimulate growth (Picken, 2017). Evidently, user
intermediary as a business model’s most valuable asset becomes the user community. Sellpy shows that
processes such as data collection, tracking, and processing becomes a vital component to establish and
support a circular system but also to withhold the intermediation. Additionally, to develop the user
intermediary together with the user community becomes a vital development approach. In practice, Sellpy
suggests that implementing user retention strategies, conducting market research, and use digital marketing
and data analysis are examples of these development practices.

Table 6.2 Results from Analysis
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7 Discussion
In this chapter, the results in the analysis are discussed and compared with previous research. The structure
follows the research questions of the study. The results are contextualized with the empirical background
on innovation, sustainability, and digital technology.
This paper investigated the following research questions:
What is the entrepreneur’s role as an intermediary in the circular economy?
What challenges and success factors do startups encounter when using digital technology to enable a
circular business model?

7.1 The Role of the Entrepreneur as an Intermediary
According to the analysis, Sellpy has become an actor in distributing circular features and inspiring
others to innovate towards a more sustainable business model. Makard et al. (2012) argues that established
technologies are highly intertwined with lifestyles, business models, value chains, user practices, and
organizational structures. Similar to Makard et al. (2012) recognize, by establishing partnerships and
relationships within and outside of the sustainability sphere, Sellpy becomes an intermediary for transition
by engaging in untwining established business models, value chains, user practices, and organizational
structures. Evidently, partnerships with established brands such as & Other Stories help changing user
practices by introducing secondhand to new customer segments. Looking back at the literature on
sustainability transition, the transformative change is the set of processes that influence technological,
organizational, economic, and socio-cultural dimensions (Makard et al., 2012). This aspect also shows how
an entrepreneur in practice can establish relations and find additional business opportunities in different
dimensions in the sustainability transition within the socio-technical system. Osburg and Lohrmann (2017)
argue that businesses need to implement sustainability in the core of the business. This will provide a
competitive advantage in creating new value for customers.
Furthermore, as an entrepreneur, Sellpy claims, they have the capability to influence other
entrepreneurs to engage in the sustainability transition by innovating their businesses. This claim leads to
the topic of transition mechanisms. Karolina Safarzynska et al. (2012) describe four mechanisms that
represent factors that accelerate transition. The authors argue that joint co-determination of user preferences
and strategies of the firm provide acceleration to socio-technical trajectories. Likewise, Sellpy claims there
is a need for a joint effort to change the clothing industry, and they do what they are capable of to be a
source of inspiration. Businesses, as actors with different properties, can together change and learn from
each other to change core structures (Karolina Safarzynska et al., 2012).
Therefore, the efforts Sellpy puts into establishing partnerships and relations both inside and
outside of the sustainability sphere are essential for the overall acceleration of trajectories. Mitigation for
environmental impact. An actor of transition does not only have the capability to transform business
practices but also consumption. Makard et al. (2012) highlight the multi-dimensional approach to transition
that impacts both production and consumption. Sellpy has been engaging in user practices by both using
partnerships to reach out to new customer segments with targeted data-driven marketing. These practices
thus become important to sustain the user community but also to find new business opportunities. On the
one hand, they extend the engagement of transition for the socio-technical transition. On the other,
establishing user communities also require trust. Rachel Botsman’s research (2012) on trust in the sharing
economy brings valuable insight to empirically argue for that user-dependent businesses as intermediaries,
like Sellpy, not only mediate sustainability transition but also trust in digital platforms. Like mentioned in
the analysis and result chapters, Sellpy is dependent on its data tracking and processing to maintain its user
community, which requires responsibility and transparency on what and how user data is processed. This
responsibility also requires well-established strategies, determination, and transparency on what the
business claims is sustainability and how it is sustainable.
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However, compared to Botsman (2012), Sellpy never explicitly states trust as a valuable aspect for
their business model, but indirectly by stating that its user community is the business most valuable asset,
Sellpy maintain trust in forms of showing CO2 savings or including the user community in the development
of the platform. Consequently, transparency also becomes a critical aspect of a digital platform and as an
entrepreneur. Reputation capital has become vital for customer platforms and systems which are critical for
facilitating exchange and interaction between seller and customer (Botsman, 2012). In the literature on
digital development, the topic of trust is increasing but not addressed in innovation and intermediary
research. There is a need for research that explores transition intermediaries’ obligation on trust.
Additionally, there is a need for more research on how building trust in sustainability-oriented businesses
impacts business governance and processes. For Sellpy’s part, this means having a sustainability manager,
customer service, and a well-established marketing team. However, the lack of top management’s
perspective and interpretation of sustainability and reputation capital limits the discussion. Furthermore,
Osburg and Lohrmann (2017) argue that in the wake of digital development, processes can be split up in
smaller parts, which pave the way for co-creation or cooperation. The instability regarding profit makes it
critical for a user intermediary to be able to determine the value of new partnerships. Following Osburg and
Lohrmann’s (2017) opinion, a user intermediary is also one actor in a network which becomes resilient
when more actors are added to the network. However, there are also intentions driving unfavorable power
relations that could determine the direction of a socio-technical transition. This requires more research in
the relationship between transitioning intermediaries and the dominating regime.

7.2 Circular Business Model and Intermediaries: Challenges and
Success Factors
Sustainability transition has brought a lot of attention in the field of innovation research, especially
intermediaries as a transformative actor within the socio-technical transition (Kivimaa et al., 2019). Like
mentioned before, there is a lack in the literature in determining when intermediation starts and ends. Using
Sellpy as a study object bring insight into how an intermediary work on a micro scale. The classification of
intermediaries brings the research further in also determining the organizational and business structures that
are required, which in this study can be traced to the challenges and success factors found in this study.
However, it is important to note that user intermediaries are not only defined after its business model but
also how knowledge is shared and how partnerships, user community, and networks are established.
Learning from this study, the type of business model in place might determine the intermediary to some
extent. Sellpy shows that there are sub business functions that facilitate how these determine the elements
of an intermediary. The study carried out by Kivimaa et al., (2019) conclude that intermediaries have the
role of negotiating between different interests and priorities to facilitate unified visions between emerging
and ruling socio-technical system configurations. This study shows that in terms of being an intermediary
using digital technology to support the facilitation, as mentioned in section 6.1, there is a need of reputation
capital and trust (Botsman, 2016).

7.2.1 External Skepticism
In practice, Sellpy argues that this requires having a well-established understanding of what
sustainability is and how they are taking action to re-engineer processes to meet skepticism. Often small
businesses do not have the resources or capacity to meet the skepticism to withhold their reputation capital,
which is, according to Botsman (2016), crucial for growth. From a consumer’s perspective, trusting new
ideas, platforms, and systems facilitate exchange and interaction (Botsman, 2016). In the literature, the
willingness to adopt technology and innovation is shown to be crucial, which requires trust and
transparency. Thus linking back to user intermediaries, or transition intermediaries in general, while the
user or consumer needs to have faith in innovation, likewise transition intermediaries need to be transparent.
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The growing potential of intermediaries creating networks and relationships represents a network
of trust in both how technology is handled (in terms of data and algorithms) but also how sustainability is
perceived and defined in the core value of a business. Makard et al., (2012) describe that technological
development thrives and established technologies are intertwined with our lifestyles where trust and
transparency become the glue in a socio-technical system. Thus transition intermediaries need to adopt trust
and transparency in their core to establish themselves in the socio-technical system. Additionally,
intermediaries that take trust and transparency into account will create more value for their user community
or customers.

7.2.2 User Community
For a user intermediary, the user community is an important factor to acknowledge. Like stated in
section 5.2.1, the IT-infrastructure supports maintaining Sellpy’s user community. The user community can
be regarded as one of the most important success factors and challenges for a user intermediary since they
both provide input and output for a user intermediary. Drawing back to the empirical background, serving
the user community means enhancing transition with customer offering and increased value creation. Sociotechnical systems consist of norms and standards (Makard et al., 2012) in which seen on a micro level; a
user intermediary has to account for. However, maintenance of user community does not solely regard the
primary users such as buyers and sellers but also the partnerships with other businesses. Within sociotechnical transition theory, actors can establish networks in which helps influence interviewed dimensions
such as organizational structures, norms, or technological acceptance or even influence consumption
behavior (Makard et al., 2012). The case study on Sellpy shows that partnerships with companies outside
of the sustainability sphere help to create new mechanisms with the ability to broaden transition behavior.
Sellpy’s partnerships with other brands are a significant asset to reaching out to new customer
segments while providing the partner company to adopt circular thinking. In this way, socio-technical
dimensions can be untwined by partnerships. Makard et al., (2012) argue consumption changes in the
meantime of transition. Likewise, Sellpy sees differences in people’s perception of second-hand clothing
when partnering with brands outside of the sustainability sphere and thus can change consumer behavior.
A user intermediary’s potential to influence institutionalized consumption behavior could also be revealed
in how Sellpy uses data and user retention strategies to obtain new users or maintain old ones. Data-driven
marketing is vital for the business to secure financial stability but also to enhance customer satisfaction.
This also enhances the value capture of a CBM to optimize resources. However, this study was only
conducted on a single intermediary, which makes it difficult in conceptualizing findings and patterns.
However, there is a significant result arguing for user community as a critical asset for a user intermediary
in the form as an online business.

7.2.3 Digital Platform and Digital Ownership
Like mentioned earlier in this paper, the digital platform and ownership was a large success factor for
Sellpy. Recognized by Hyysalo et al., (2017), mediating space or interaction areas are an important factor
when recognizing transition and innovation. As a user intermediary, digital platforms but also the
knowledge of digital technology facilitates capacity in supporting critical areas within the business model.
For example, maintaining the user community. Consequently, within digital development literature, data
processing and collection is brought to the table as a concern but also as a success factor. But also as
sustainability transition literature argue it is important to understand how these processes influence the
systemic change for a sustainable future (Makard et al., 2012). The discussion on data takes two directions.
Firstly, It can be regarded as a success factor to maintain the user community and enhance value creation
and delivery. Sellpy uses user data to match products with users, set prices, or customize the user
experience. This also acknowledges the managerial setting in which an innovative CBM should have in
place to be successful as a transition intermediary. Secondly, through a digital development perspective,
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data and algorithmic processing are concerning. Osburg and Lohrmann (2017) argue that new economic
models have emerged from digital technology where user data is a huge asset but at the same time has
provided breakthroughs in delivering enhanced productivity or environmental benefits. Additionally, The
willingness to adapt to digital technology is argued by the researchers to be a mean of survival. As user
intermediary, the concerns regarding user data should be highly valued and prioritized. There is a modest
trust that platforms such as Sellpy have an ethical approach in data tracking. Trust has been highlighted
before in this discussion and cannot be left out when analyzing digital platforms. In the same way, trust is
also important to acknowledge in IT governance and business development for user intermediaries.
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8 Conclusions
This chapter presents the key findings of the study and the empirical contributions made. Furthermore,
suggestions for further research is mentioned.

8.1 Key Findings and Contributions
The increasing phenomena of entrepreneurs suggesting digital platforms as a supportive element
in an enterprise to enable sustainable business models brought the attention of the author of this research to
intermediaries in innovation. Therefore, this research aimed to investigate the role of the entrepreneur as an
intermediary that enables CE with the support of digital platforms. This research shows that entrepreneurs
potentially play an essential part to promote sustainability-oriented innovation, e.g., the adoption CBM, or
circular features within the entrepreneur’s network. An entrepreneur as an intermediary can play a vital role
to generate a transition to enable and facilitate CBM that can influence businesses outside of the
sustainability-sphere. These networks or partnerships have some prerequisites. Firstly, to involve others,
the business model requires initiatives to connect circular elements with other businesses to create circular
partnerships. In this way, the CBM has the opportunity to increase brand image, reach new customer
segments, and provide services and knowledge to non-circular businesses, which can bring additional
profitability. For example, Sellpy’s partnership with charitable secondhand chains such as Myrorna or
Stadsmissionen collects the surplus of unsold goods, which extends and supports the circular system and
business model. Additionally, Sellpy’s partnerships with regular fashion brands such as & Other Stories
facilitate access to new customer segments and increase brand recognition. Secondly, these partnerships
could create lock-in effects and unpleasant dependency. For example, by reaching out to other companies
which use unsustainable practices, businesses like Sellpy could be exposed to greenwashing or a decrease
in trustworthiness. However, these remarks were not sufficiently reviled in this research, but the tendencies
are yet essential to consider in future research.
Furthermore, entrepreneurs like Sellpy possess the potential to influence other entrepreneurs
seeking business opportunities by innovating business models or transforming existing business models
that aim at becoming more sustainable. By learning and stating examples, entrepreneurs can adapt and
further develop sustainability-oriented business practices. However, research on these new business models
and if they are sustainable or not should be carried out further. This study also shed light on the ability to
use transition intermediaries to understand relationships within the socio-technical system and how these
provide benefits for the transition. Furthermore, the use of digital platform as support requires trust as a
form of glue within the digital development. User intermediaries using digital technology need to
understand the general field in digital development and how trust is becoming a vital aspect for success and
digital sustainability.
Additionally, there is an imminent skepticism towards innovative businesses aiming at being
sustainable, which could have an impact on these businesses’ success and survival. Evidently, Sellpy
interpreted the skepticism from the public as a reaction from not fully understanding the concept of
sustainability and the development of a business. This phenomenon makes it attractive to investigate how
this skepticism in practice limits the growth of sustainability-oriented businesses. The challenges and
success factors found in the study suggest that launching a CE service like Sellpy is capital intensive in
terms of knowledge and financial resources. Developing and maintaining ownership over a digital platform
requires skills, time, and financial investments. Since user intermediaries are heavily reliant on the user
community, digital platforms support the development of a business model together with the user
community. Additionally user intermediaries using digital platforms to connect actors within the sociotechnical system require trust from its users. To summarize, this paper cannot conclude if CBMs using
digital platforms are the golden way forward for entrepreneurs to approach sustainable development to
transform the entire economy or industries. However, this research provides an understanding of a key actor
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and its ability to try to accelerate sustainability transition in a complex socio-technical system and its
success factors and challenges that could come along with it.

8.2 Suggestions for Further Research
This case study has been focusing on the entrepreneur’s role as an intermediary of transition and
its challenges and success factors. This research used several quality assurance measures which have been
used throughout the case study. Since this case study only focused on a single actor to gain in-depth
knowledge it is difficult to make any generalizing conclusions that would extend the theoretical
construction and debate. However, this case study could exemplify the theoretical patterns found in the
literature. This study concludes that the micro classification of intermediaries such as user intermediaries
fill the gap of empirical evidence that can draw further conclusions to other fields of studies. For example,
this case study identifies business functions or strategies that can be further investigated in other innovative
businesses. This could be carried out in a comparative study on different innovative initiatives that draw
similarity to user intermediaries. It would also be important to understand the flaws of the network user
intermediaries function within. Furthermore this research suggests that more research is needed within
consumption in a CE or shared economy. Additionally, more research is needed that explores the different
actors’ connectivity and dependencies within the socio-technical system. Lastly, the topic of trust and
transparency is an important aspect of digital development which should be further investigated in the field
of intermediaries.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 A linear versus a circular industrial model

Fig 3.1: A linear versus a circular industrial model (De Angelis, 2018, p. 21)

The figure explains the difference between a circular industrial model and a linear industrial
model. The circular model include features processing technical or biological material to
restore the material’s value (De Angelis, 2018).
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Appendix 2 - Features of CBMs and Conceptualization

Fig 3.2: Features of CBMs and Conceptualization (De Angelis, 2018, p.65)

The qualifying features of business model components in a circular economy.

Appendix 3 - Theoretical Framework of User Intermediaries
Enabling CBM

Fig 3.3: Theoretical Framework of User Intermediaries Enabling CBM.

The author’s interpretation of user intermediaries and circular business models complied into a
Theoretical Framework.
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Appendix 4 - Results from Analysis

Table 6.2 Results from Analysis

Results from the analysis presented in a table covering success factors
and challenges.
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Appendix 5 Interview Guide and Design and Data Analysis from
Theoretical Framework
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